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Abstract

A proxy blind signature scheme is a digital signature
scheme which combines the properties of proxy signa-
ture and blind signature schemes. Recently, Tan et al.
proposed two proxy blind signature schemes based on
DLP and ECDLP respectively. Later, compared with
Tan et al.’s scheme, Lal and Awasthi further proposed
a more efficient proxy blind signature scheme. In this
paper, we show that Tan et al.’s schemes do not sat-
isfy the unforgeability and unlinkability properties.
Moreover, we also point out that Lal and Awasthi’s
scheme does not possess the unlinkability property
either.
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1 Introduction

The concept of blind signature scheme was first in-
troduced by Chaum in 1983 (Chaum 1983). A blind
signature scheme is a protocol played by two parties
in which a user obtains a signer’s signature for a de-
sired message and the signer learns nothing about
the message. With such properties, the blind signa-
ture scheme are useful in several applications such as
e-voting and e-payment.

On the other hand, a proxy signature scheme
(Mambo, Usuda & Okamoto 1996)(Kim, Park & Won
1997)(Petersen and Horster 1997)(Mambo, Usuda &
Okamoto 1996)(Zhang 1997) enables a proxy signer to
sign messages on behalf of an original signer. Proxy
signature schemes have been shown to be useful in
many applications. For example, a manager can del-
egate his secretaries to sign documents when he is on
vacation. Proxy signature schemes can also be used in
electronics transaction (Kotzanikolaous, Burmcster &
Chrisskopoulos 2000) and mobile agent environments
(Park and Lee 2001)(Sander and Tschudin 1997)(Lee,
Kim & Kim 2001). To categorize the delegation types,
Mambo et al. (Mambo et al. 1996) defined three levels
of delegation: full delegation, partial delegation, and
delegation by warrant. In full delegation, the orig-
inal signer gives his secret key to the proxy signer.
The proxy signer uses the key to sign documents. In
partial delegation, the proxy signature signing key is
generated by the original signer and proxy signer. In
delegation by warrant, the original signer signs the
warrant which describes the relative rights and infor-
mation about the original signer and proxy signer.
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When verifying the proxy signature, a signature ver-
ifier should use the warrant as a part information of
verification.

Recently, Tan et al. (Tan, Liu & Tang 2002) pro-
posed two proxy blind signature schemes based on
DLP and ECDLP respectively. A proxy blind signa-
ture scheme is a digital signature scheme which com-
bines the properties of proxy signature and blind sig-
nature schemes. In a proxy blind signature scheme,
the proxy signer is allowed to generate a blind signa-
ture on behalf of the original signer. Tan et al. also
defined the security properties for a good proxy blind
signature scheme as follows:

Distinguish-ability: The proxy blind signature
must be distinguishable from the normal signature.

Non-repudiation: Neither the original signer
nor the proxy signer can sign message instead of the
other party. Both the original signer and the proxy
signer can not deny their signatures against anyone.

Verifiability: The proxy blind signature can be
verified by everyone.

Unforgeability: Only the designated proxy
signer can create the proxy blind signature.

Unlinkability: When the signature is revealed,
the proxy signer can not identify the association be-
tween the message and the blind signature he gener-
ated.

Later, Lal and Awasthi (Lal & Awasthi 2003)
pointed out that Tan et al.’s proxy blind signature
schemes suffer from a kind of forgery attack due to
the signature receiver. Compared with Tan et al.’s
schemes, Lal and Awasthi further proposed a more
efficient and secure proxy blind signature scheme to
overcome the pointed out drawback in Tan et al.’s
schemes. In this paper, we show that Tan et al.’s
schemes do not satisfy the unforgeability and unlink-
ability properties. In addition, we also point out that
Lal and Awasthi’s scheme does not possess the un-
linkability property either.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we give the notations used throughout this
paper. In Section 3, we review Tan et al’s two proxy
blind signature schemes and show their weakness. In
Section 4, we review Lal and Awasthi’s proxy blind
signature scheme and point out its insecurity. Section
5 concludes this paper.

2 Notations

Let E be a set of points (x, y) in finite field Fp satisfy-
ing the cubic equation y2 = x3 + ax + b mod p, where
4a3 + 27b2 6= 0.



O the original signer
P the proxy signer
A the signature asker (verifier)
p, q two large prime numbers with q|(p− 1)
g an element of order q in Z∗

p

h() a secure one-way hash function
xu the secret key of user u
yu the public key of user u, yu = gxu mod p
B B ∈ E, base point with large prime order q
Yu the public key of user u, Yu = xuB
x(Q) the x coordinate of point Q
A → B A sends message to B

3 On the Security of Tan et al.’s Proxy Blind
Signature Schemes

In this section, we review Tan et al.’s two proxy blind
signature schemes and give the cryptanalysis on them.

3.1 Proxy Blind Signature Scheme Based on
DLP

We describe the proxy blind signature scheme based
on DLP in three phases.

3.1.1 Proxy Delegation Phase

The original signer O computes ro = gko mod p and
so = xoro + ko mod q, where ko is a random num-
ber. Next, O sends (ro, so) to the proxy signer P
in a secure manner. P accepts (ro, so) if the equation
gso = yro

o ro mod p does hold. Finally, the proxy signer
P computes the proxy secret key spr = so +xp mod q.
We depict the scenario as figure 1.

O computes: ko ∈R Z∗
q , ro = gko mod p

so = xoro + ko mod q
O → P (ro, so)
P checks: gso

?= yro
o ro mod p

P computes: spr = so + xp mod q

Figure 1: Tan et al.’s Proxy Delegation

3.1.2 Signing Phase

The proxy signer P computes t = gk mod p, where k
is a random number and sends (t, ro) to the signature
asker A. A computes r = tgby−a−b

p (yro
o ro)−a mod p,

e = h(r||m) mod q, u = (yro
o ro)−e+by−e

o mod q, and
e′ = e− a− b mod q where a and b are random num-
bers. Next, A sends e′ to P . P then computes
s′ = e′spr +k mod q and returns s′ to A. Upon receiv-
ing s′, A computes s = s′ + b mod q. The signature
of message m is (m,u, s, e). The scenario is given in
figure 2.

P computes: k ∈R Z∗
q , t = gk mod p

P → A (t, ro)
A computes: a, b ∈R Z∗

q , r = tgby−a−b
p (yro

o ro)−a

e = h(r||m) mod q
u = (yro

o ro)−e+by−e
o mod q

e′ = e− a− b mod q
A → P e′

P computes: s′ = e′spr + k mod q
P → A s′

A computes: s = s′ + b mod q

Figure 2: Tan et al.’s Signing

3.1.3 Verification Phase

The recipient of the signature can verify the
proxy blind signature by checking whether e

?=
h(gsy−e

p ye
ou mod p||m) holds. This is because:

gsy−e
p ye

ou mod p

= ge′(so+xp)+k+by−e
p ye

ou mod p

= tgbg(e−a−b)soye′−e
p ye

ou mod p

= tgb(yro
o ro)(e−b)(yro

o ro)−ay−a−b
p ye

ou mod p

= tgb(yro
o ro)−ay−a−b

p mod p

= r

3.2 Cryptanalysis

In this subsection, we demonstrate three attacks
against the proxy blind signature scheme.

3.2.1 The Original Signer’s Forgery

We show that the proposed proxy blind signature is
insecure against the original signer’s forgery. In order
to forge a proxy blind signature, a dishonest original
signer computes r′o = y−1

p gv mod p, where v is a ran-
dom number. Thus, s′pr = xor

′
o + v mod q is a valid

proxy signature signing key. This is because:

gsy−e
p ye

ou mod p

= ge′s′
pr+k+by−e

p ye
ou mod p

= tgbge′(s′
pr−xp)ye′−e

p ye
ou mod p

= tgb(yr′
o

o r′o)
(e−b)(yr′

o
o r′o)

−ay−a−b
p ye

o((y
r′

o
o r′o)

(−e+b)y−e
o ) mod p

= tgb(yr′
o

o r′o)
−ay−a−b

p mod p

= r

3.2.2 The Recipient’s Universal Forgery

Here we show that the recipient can perform the uni-
versal forgery for any selected message after obtain-
ing one valid signature. Assume that (m,u, s, e) is
a valid signature and (r = tgby−a−b

p (yro
o ro)−a, a, b)

are related parameters. Therefore, (m′, u′ =
(yro

o ro)−e+by
−ef
o y−z

p , s, ef = h(r||m′)) is a valid sig-
nature for a selected message m′, where z = e − ef .
This is because:

gsy
−ef
p y

ef
o u′ mod p

= gk+bg(so+xp)e′
y
−ef
p y

ef
o u′ mod p

= tgbgso(e−a−b)y
e′−ef
p y

ef
o u′ mod p

= tgb(yro
o ro)(e−b)(yro

o ro)−ay
e′−ef
p y

ef
o ((yro

o ro)−e+by
−ef
o y−z

p ) mod p

= tgb(yro
o ro)−ay

ef +z−a−b−ef
p y−z

p mod p

= tgb(yro
o ro)−ay−a−b

p mod p

= r

3.2.3 On the Unlinkability

For the proxy signer, in order to identify the re-
lationship between the revealed message and the



blind information, the proxy signer records all mes-
sages he owned, such as t(s), e′(s), and s′(s). Af-
ter a signature (m,u, s, e) is revealed, the proxy
signer computes b′ = s − s′, a′ = e − b′ − e′,
and r′ = gsy−e

p ye
ou mod p for some s′ ∈ s′(s) and

e′ ∈ e′(s). Finally, the proxy signer checks the
equation r′ = tgb′

y−a′−b′

p (yro
o ro)−a′

mod p for some
t ∈ t(s). If he finds a corresponding t such that
r′ = tgb′

y−a′−b′

p (yro
o ro)−a′

mod p, the proxy signer
knows that (t, e′, s′) is the related blind information
corresponding to the revealed message m. Namely,
the proxy blind signature does not possess the un-
linkability property.

3.3 Proxy Blind Signature Scheme Based on
ECDLP

3.3.1 Proxy Delegation Phase

The original signer O computes Ro = koB, ro =
x(Ro) and so = xoro + ko mod q, where ko is a ran-
dom number. Next, O sends (ro, Ro, so) to the proxy
signer P in a secure manner. P accepts (ro, Ro, so)
if the equation Ro = soB − roYo does hold. Finally,
the proxy signer P computes the proxy secret key
spr = so + xp mod q. We depict the scenario as figure
3.

O computes: ko ∈R Z∗
q , Ro = koB, ro = x(Ro)

so = xoro + ko mod q
O → P (ro, Ro, so)
P checks: Ro = soB − roYo
P computes: spr = so + xp mod q

Figure 3: Tan et al.’s Proxy Delegation(ECDLP)

3.3.2 Signing Phase

The proxy signer P computes T = kB, where k is
a random number and sends it to the asker A. A
computes L = T + bB + (−a− b)Yp − aRo − (aro)Yo,
r = x(L), e = h(r||m)mod q, U = (−e+b)Ro +(−e+
b)roYo − eYo, and e′ = e− a− b mod q where a and b
are random numbers. Next, A sends e′ to P . P then
computes s′ = e′spr + k mod q and returns s′ to A.
Upon receiving s′, A computes s = s′ + b mod q. The
signature of message m is (m,U, s, e). The scenario is
given in figure 4.

P computes: k ∈R Z∗
q , T = kB

P → A T
A computes: a, b ∈R Z∗

q

L = T + bP + (−a− b)Yp − aRo − (aro)Yo

r = x(L), e = h(r||m) mod q
U = (−e + b)Ro + (−e + b)roYo − eYo

e′ = e− a− b mod q
A → P e′

P computes: s′ = e′spr + k mod q
P → A s′

A computes: s = s′ + b mod q

Figure 4: Tan et al.’s Signing(ECDLP)

3.3.3 Verification Phase

The recipient of the signature can verify the proxy
blind signature by checking whether e

?= h(x(sB −
eYp + eYo + U)||m) holds.

3.4 Cryptanalysis

3.4.1 The Original Signer’s Forgery

To forge a proxy blind signature, the original signer
selects point R′

o = −Yp + vB, where v is a random
number, and computes r′o = x(R′

o). Therefore, the
original signer computes a valid proxy signing key
s′pr = xor

′
o + v mod q. This is because, according to

the scheme, the proxy public key is r′oYo + R′
o + Yp =

r′oYo + vB which is the corresponding public key of
s′pr.

3.4.2 The Recipient’s Universal Forgery

Assume that (m,U, s, e) is a valid signature and
(r = x(L), a, b) are related parameters. Therefore,
(m′, U ′ = (−e + b)Ro + (−e + b)roYo − efYo −
zYp, s, ef = h(r||m′)) is a valid signature for a se-
lected message m′, where z = e − ef . We omit the
derivation here since it is similar to the forgery in
DLP-version.

3.4.3 On the Unlinkability

Similarly, the proxy signer can perform the same steps
as mentioned before to identify the relationship be-
tween the revealed message and the blind informa-
tion.

4 On the Security of Lal and Awasthi’s
Scheme

4.1 Lal and Awasthi’s Proxy Blind Signature

4.1.1 Proxy Delegation Phase

The original signer O computes ro = gko mod p and
so = xo + koro mod q, where ko is a random num-
ber. Next, O sends (ro, so) to the proxy signer P in
a secure manner. P accepts (ro, so) if the equation
gso = yor

ro
o mod p does hold. Finally, for protected

delegation, the proxy signer P computes the proxy
secret key spr = so + xp mod q. Otherwise, the proxy
signer uses so as the proxy secret key in unprotected
delegation. The original signer publishes the proxy
public key ypr = yor

ro
o yp mod p or ypr = yor

ro
o mod p

for protected or unprotected delegation respectively.
We depict the scenario as figure 5.

O computes: ko ∈R Z∗
q , ro = gko mod p

so = xoro + ko mod q
O → P (ro, so)
P checks: gso

?= yor
ro
o mod p

P computes: spr = so + xp mod q
or (spr = so mod q)

Figure 5: Lal and Awasthi’s Proxy Delegation

4.1.2 Signing Phase

The proxy signer P computes t = gk mod p, where
k is a random number and sends t to the asker A.
A computes r = tg−ay−b

p mod p, e′ = h(r||m) mod q,
and e = e′ + b mod q where a and b are random
numbers. Next, A sends e to P . P then computes
s′ = k− espr mod q and returns s′ to A. Upon receiv-
ing s′, A computes s = s′ − amod q. The signature
of message m is (m, s, e′). The scenario is given in
figure 6.



P computes: k ∈R Z∗
q , t = gk mod p

P → A t
A computes: a, b ∈R Z∗

q , r = tg−ay−b
p mod p

e′ = h(r||m) mod q
e = e′ + b mod q

A → P e
P computes: s′ = k − espr mod q
P → A s′

A computes: s = s′ − amod q

Figure 6: Lal and Awasthi’s Signing

4.1.3 Verification Phase

The recipient of the signature can verify the
proxy blind signature by checking whether e′

?=
h(gsye′

pr mod p||m) holds. This is because:

gsye′

pr mod p

= gk−espr−agspr(e−b) mod p

= gk−a−sprb mod p

= tg−ayb
p mod p

= r

4.2 Cryptanalysis and Remarks

4.2.1 On the Unlinkability

For the proxy signer, in order to identify the rela-
tionship between the revealed message and the blind
information, the proxy signer records all messages he
owned, such as t(s), e(s), and s′(s). After a signa-
ture (m, s, e′) is revealed, the proxy signer computes
a′ = s′ − s, b′ = e − e′, and r′ = gsye′

pr mod p for
some s′ ∈ s′(s) and e ∈ e(s). Finally, the proxy
signer checks the equation r′ = tg−a′

y−b′

p mod p for
some t ∈ t(s). If he find a corresponding t such
that r′ = tg−a′

y−b′

p mod p, therefore, the proxy signer
knows that (t, e, s′) is the related blind information
corresponding to the revealed message m. Namely,
Lal and Awasthi’s proxy blind signature does not pos-
sess the unlinkability property.

4.2.2 On the Publishing of Proxy Public Key

In general, in order to verify a proxy signature, the
proxy public key is obtained by computing, while not
retrieving from original signer’s publishing. The com-
puted proxy public key has the meaning of confirming
the relationship between a original signer and a proxy
signer. In Lal and Awasthi’s scheme, such a pub-
lishing enables an adversary who obtained the proxy
public key to republish it again. Finally, the adver-
sary claims that he is the original signer. Therefore,
the publishing of proxy public key suffers from the
security flaw that the original signer is unable to be
authenticated exactly.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have reviewed Tan et al.’s proxy
blind signature schemes based on DLP and ECDLP,
and Lal and Awasthi’s proxy blind signature scheme.
We have shown that their schemes are insecure
against some attacks and do not possess the un-
linkability property which is an essential security
requirement for a proxy blind signature scheme.
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